Combat trained linebacker

Mending children’s shattered lives

All 230 pounds of former marine Phil Lobsinger

SJSU student Robert Dehn learns to help struggling youngsters
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UPD begins poster suspect search
By Brooke Shelby Biggs
Daily staff writer

The SJSU University Police arc conducting
an investigation into the anti -gay posters that
have been appearing in the restrooms of the Art
building, but chances of finding the perpetrators
are slim, according to UPD spokesman Richard
Staley.
The case is being treated as vandalism under
section 594 of the state Penal Code, according
to Staley.
The posters are 8 1/2 by 11 inch photocopied
collages of photographs of homophobic slogans, and are pasted firmly to the restroom
walls. One states in two-inch high letters, "Just

say no to fags and dykes."
Campus gay leaders filed formal complaints
with the UPD on Tuesday after discovering the
posters, which advocate violence against gays.
According to Chris Schmidt, president of the
Alternative Lifestyles Political Action Coalition, the complaint her group filed requested
that the incident be treated as a hate crime.
"There is no Penal Code section for hate
crimes, per se," Staley said.
Staley added that the code only addresses
hate crimes in section 1170.75, which applies to
felonies with "aggravating circumstances," such
as assaulting a gay person because of his or her
orientation.

Because the vandalism is a misdemeanor,
that section does not apply.
"This was a crime against property, not
directly against people," Staley said.
Schmidt thinks it should be handled differently, and said she questions the Penal Code.
"The fact the crime advocated violence
against people makes it more than a misdemeanor. It should be treated as such," she said.
Schmidt added that she and other members
of ALPAC are planning to meet with UPD
Chief Ric Abeyta. They will discuss whether
the incident may be investigated as a hate crime
See POSTER, page 3

Keep on trike’n

Chip Lowe Daily staff photographer

Kristin Bloomer, a sophomore child development major, peddles
around a track of children at SJSU’s ’frike-A-Thon on Thursday
at the Art Quad. Bloomer and the children rode laps and raised

more than $400 of their goal of $1,000 with final results expected
next week. The money earned will be donated to the Frances
Gulland Child Day Care Center where Bloomer works.

Members outraged

Campus Left
paper’s future
left in doubt
By John Bessa
Daily staff writer

"Network" was supposed to be a
publication devoted to publishing
alternative viewpoints of SJSU that
weren’t traditionally printed.
But when two people associated
with
the
production
of
"Networic"printed 6,000 copies of
it, the remaining members of the
"Network" committee were outraged.
They claimed it was produced
"behind our backs," throwing
members of Campus Left into a
conflict over who controls the publication.
The events began when the
campus organization known as
Campus Left decided to produce a
news magazine that would addres.s
issues not found in the "Spartan
Daily," members of the group said.
The magazine’s beginnings
came on April 1, when three members of the "Network" committee
decided to put out "Putsch," a
political article that contained
graphic drawings of such things as
President Bush having sex with a
sheep.
The three that produced
"Putsch" were Howard Vives, Ben
Weinberg and Joe DeLange, Vives
and DeLange said. DeLange and
Vives were, at the time, members
of Campus Left, but have since
disassociated themselves from the
organization, they said.
Vives said that he, DeLange and
Weinberg felt the majority of the
"Network" committee was
opposed to "Putsch" because it
was graphic and made strong political statements which would hun
their chances of being financed by
the Associated Students.
However, Campus Left president Mike Roberts said the corn -

’Their only argument
for printing this paper
was because we missed
the deadline.’
Mike Roberts,
Campus Left president
mittee opposed it "not because we
wanted to get A.S. funds, but
because it was junk."
Rene Washington, who was
appointed as co-editor of "Network" along with Roberts, said
that the group did not see "Putsch"
as being too harmful, he said,
because it was on April Fool’s
Day, and because the issue was not
widely distributed.
The "Network" committee
worked for another month, they
said, until they "literally woke up
in the morning and found it was
out," according to Washington.
Some of the contributors to
"Network" said the magazine was
put out without their knowledge or
approval by Weinberg and Vives.
Roberts said he treats the incident "as a theft." Weinberg was
unavailable for comment.
But, according to Vives, he
printed the magazine because the
rest of the "Network" committee
had missed their deadline, and that
the material submitted would be
"old news" if it was not printed.
But according to Roberts. the
magazine was filled with articles
that the committee did not approve
for publication, which is why
Vives and Weinberg printed it on
their own
"Their only argument for printing this paper was because we
missed the deadline." Roberts said.
See LEFT, page 3

Fullerton discounts possibility of instructor layoffs
By Corey ’fresidder
Daily staff writer

SJSU President Gail Fullerton listed
areas where faculty positions would not be
filled and how student enrollment may be
limited at a budget forum sponsored by the
Academic Senate Advisory Committee on
Thursday.
About 135 faculty members and students attended the third university forum
meeting with President Fullerton. After the
president’s address, the informal meeting
was opened up to questions from the floor
about why the cuts are being made and
how SJSU will be reacting to the statewide
budget restraints.
Fullerton noted that while some CSU
campuses have already declared layoffs of

’We will continue to employ probationary instructors
because 1 feel they are the teachers for 2010.’
Gail Fullerton,
SJSU president
personnel, SJSU probably will not have to
resort to layoffs but the possibility has
been taken into account.
Fullerton then outlined the order in
which faculty members’ contracts would
not be renewed. Tenured teachers have the
most protection, then probationary (on the
track to tenure). The least protected are
part-time temporary, then full-time
temporary and early-retirement faculty.
"We will continue to employ probation-

ary instructors because I feel they arc the
teachers for 2010," Fullerton said. "They
arc protected front the layoffs, which
hopefully won’t happen, for the reason
that they are our future."
Fullerton also addressed the fact that
graduate student assistant teachers won’t
be layed off since the work they do is part
of their academics.
Next Fullerton said that the situation the
CSU system faces is one that downsizes

the CSU institutions. something SJSU
specifically is not accustomed to. In a similar budget situation in the late 1970s,
enrollment was decreasing. but now there
is a steady increase in enrollment.
"What we will address is not how we
can put a band -aid on the problem for
1991-1992 but what we can do to plan for
the short term future." Fullerton said.
"Particularly when the needs of the students and the means offered us are not
anywhere near matching."
The university will continue to encourage freshmen to come to SJSU, Fullerton
said. She cited a situation several years
ago when the university discouraged
freshmen enrollment from high schools. It

took many years after to convince high
school senior counselors that SJSU wanted
students to start their college education at
SJS1 I. she said.
When accepting transfer students,
Fullerton said SJSU may have to accept
only those students of junior year standing
because of the lack of class availability in
department lower division courses. Also
post -Baccalaureate students will be given
lesser priority to undergraduate transfer
students.
"We have some options to work with,
including mid-year academic disqualification, but none of which are too appealing,"
See FORUM, page 3

Ice cream sales promote
Steele named 1991
environmental respect
By Pamela Schatz
Daily staff miter

Ben and Jerry’s Cowmobile ice
cream truck came to the SJSU
campus Thursday to help promote
environmental awareness by selling its ice cream.
Ben and Jerry are "trying to
raise awareness about the rainforest and the need to preserve them,"
said Greg Tanner, special events
representative for Ben and Jerry’s.
The idea is to prove that rainforests are worth more when
they’re abundant. And that their
products should be used for other
means other than just cutting them
down or burning them for a short-

term gain, Tanner said.
Rainforest crunch, the featured
ice cream, consists of nuts harvested in the rainforest. By harvesting
rainforest nuts it gives the rainforest an economic reason to stand,
’Partner said.
The use of the rainforest nuts
promotes "creating a market for
the rainforest products other than
products which require rainforests
to be cut down," ’timer said.
At the event, a scoop of Ben
and Jerry’s ice cream was $1 and
the proceeds will go to the campus
environmental group SAFER.
See SAFER, page 3

President’s Scholar
By Claudia Bramkamp

Daily staff writer

Credited with infusing a fresh
perspective into the debate on
affirmative action for his book,
"The Content of Our Character:
A New Vision of Race in America," Professor Shelby Steele was
named the 1991 President’s
Scholar by SJSU President Gail
Fullerton on Wednesday.
Earlier this year, Steele’s book
won the National Book Critics’
Circle Award.
But in addition to winning

national acclaim for the book,
Steele has been subjected to a
barrage of criticism for his opinion that affirmative action programs are harming instead of
helping minorities.
After receiving the award.
Steele gave his President’s Scholar address titled, "Multiculturalism and the Value of Inconvenience" to an audience of about
250 people.
His topic focused on his disapSee STEEL, page 3

George Oft Daly

staff pholographer

Nursing student Brenda Rice talks with Shelby Steele. Steele was
awarded for his hook about affirmative action.
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EDITORIAL

In search of The Board
is the Human
What
Relations Board? We’d
really like to know.
Since it’s creation last
November, the only visible clue
we’ve received from President
Fullerton’s office is that it’s
supposed to "educate the campus
community to prevent acts of
racial or sexual harassment." But
so far it has shown minimal
progress toward even approaching
those issues.
Recently, board member Robert
Milnes, who is also chairman of
the art department, failed to
initiate any action against the
homophobic posters pasted to the
walls of Art building restrooms.
His excuse was that he sent
memos to Affirmative Action and
Facilities, Development and
Operations about the slanderous
collages, asking what to do about
it.
Well, if a member of a board that
claims to want to help eradicate
discrimination and hate crimes
can only shrug at blatant
insensitivity, what’s the point of
having such a board?

Sadly, this type of neglect is
emblematic of the board since its
inception. It was created out of
political pressure as a public
relations gambit by Fullerton to
appease minorities following the
dummy incident last semester.
Today it still serves as an public
relations tool for just about
anyone who wishes to grab hold
of it.
Wiggsy Sivertsen demonstrated
this remarkably. After her caustic
attack on Fullerton for not
appointing a gay rights flag
waver, Fullerton capitulated by
appointing Judy Rickard.
Sivertsen gloated. Fullerton
remained mumm.
In March, a campus forum
sponsored by the Academic
Senate and Associated Students
addressed campus discrimination.
The relations board stood idly by
and took notes.
Whether the board will ever have
the fortitude to target the issues it
set out to depends on Fullerton’s
true intentions. So far, we are
unimpressed.

Corrections and amplifications
Due to a reporter’s error, Thursday’s
article "’School of Fish’ swimming
towards stardom" reported that the band

would bc playing Friday. They will
actually play Saturday, May 4.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
’Homo-you -don’t’
Editor,
I would like to add a little insight to the
story "UPD detains three protesters," that
appeared in the Spartan Daily on April 11.
While I was appalled that the University
Police found it necessary to "plant" five
undercover officers to protect a flag pole,
the arrest of the three student protesters
did not surprise me, it was just another
example of the "hoitio-you-don’t"
environment on this campus. However, I
must take exception to the notion that the
three students were not arrested, but
"temporarily detained."
Since when are people who are denied
the liberty of free movement, then
handcuffed and taken into the custody of a
police department, not arrested? It is not
necessary for the police to inform people
who are under arrest of their "Miranda

Newsbreak too valuable
Editor,
We’d like to thank John Bcssa and the
Spartan Daily for their article "Radio
news silenced by budget shortfall," April
10.
But we’d like to add a few things.
Since 1974, Newsbreak has won
numerous state and national awards in
broadcast journalism. As recently as last
month, staffers won nine awards at the
CIPA (California Intercollegiate Press
Most
Convention.
Association)
noteworthy were first place in "Best
Radio Feature Story," first and second
place for "Best Radio Sportscast" and 2nd
place for "Best Radio Newscast."
Associated Press used Newsbreak’s
audio tape of last fall’s Moulder Hall fire.
KSJS and Newsbreak also continued to
cover the October ’89 earthquake while
the campus was closed.
As broadcast journalism majors we’re
keenly aware ratings mean life or death in
our profession. So we understand low
enrollments decide where the budget ax
will fall.
We realize we’re one of 600 classes to
be cut next fall. But Newsbreak is more
than just a class, it’s vital experience for
all broadcast journalism students. This

rights," unless they intend to question
them and use the information obtained
against them in a court of law.
Furthermore, it is not necessary to charge,
book or fingerprint a suspect in order to
make an arrest.
The Spartan Daily has done our campus
community a disservice by printing such
police -state propaganda. I would like to
know who was responsible, the reporter or
the editors? I find it hard to believe that an
or for
excelled reponer likeMs. Biggs
chose to refer to
that matter Ms. Brown
this incident as detainment.
I would also like to take this opportunity
to applaud the protesters who were
courageous enough to stand up to this
administration, in light of the homophobic
atmosphere on this campus.
William Erb
Journalism
class isn’t only for radio -oriented
students, it’s a crucial step for television
students as well. A total of 36 students
work on Newsbreak at least one day a
week.
Moreover. Newsbreak provided an
opportunity for students to obtain a
resume tape, which is essential in the job
market. Another impact will be an
overcrowded TV-class because radio
students will be joining the Update News
staff next fall.
Some of our members have expressed
concern that this cut will send a message
to future broadcasting students, as well as
society, that journalism is becoming
pictures rather than the written and
spoken word. But all our members agree
that radio is as important as TV in
broadcast journalism.
Our members and other broadcast
journalism majors intend to keep
Newsbreak on the air in some capacity
next semester. We hope to provide a
quality afternoon news service to KSJS,
SJSU, and the South Bay.
Sharon Wilkerson
Radio-Television News Directors
Association
SJSU Chapter

PRESIDENT tSIJSH
SAYS THE Tikoop5
WILL I3E IN IRAQ
A LITTLE WRILE
LoNFIER.

offers few other major colleges which
accept students by test scores only.
students failed to attend
FAY E WELLS I doubt that apathy
or ignorance.
the rally from
Foreign students, often barred from
jobs in California, may not have
attended the rally, but they may well
wonder whether they will be here next
year.
Education majors worry that the jobs
they are being trained for will be cut
Call me apathetic and brand my my one afternoon and evening free, that next year.
forehead with an "A."
I could not have gone on a date with the
The largest number of students attend
I missed the April 17 hootenany A.S. man of my dreams.
SJSU’s business school. I suspect they
staged to oppose the fee increases we
Most likely, plenty of students live the monitor every dollar they have to spend.
face next semester on campus.
same nightmare of crushing course I suspect they resent every fee hike, just
I was not alone. So did 24,799, or all loads, demanding jobs, merciless as they resent taxes. Perhaps some did
but 10 of SJSU’s 25,809 students. commutes, no social life, no new not know the off-campus location of the
Nicole Lauder, president-elect of clothes, no movies and no dates.
rally, but they arc hardly apathetic or
Associated Students, attributed our
Each of those years, students asked me ignorant of money.
absence to possible apathy, exam to sign petitions against future fee
Launder should know that the vast
pressure, failure of A. S. officers to increases. I refused to sign them then majority of SJSU students are from
appear and ignorance.
and I would refuse to sign them now. California.
I ought to be ashamed, but I’m not. Nor would I have gone to the A. S. rally,
In 1978, their parents swept into law
I’m realistic.
even if I had had the time. No number Prop. 13 that reduced property taxes, the
main funds supporting their state’s
education. In addition, they managed to
The only way to restore funding equilibrium to the
cripple any community’s ability to raise
public school sector, and leave some for CSU, is to
educational funds without a two-thirds
majority.
revoke Proposition 13. We’ll wait a long time for that.
The students eager for me to sign their
petitions and Launder have one thing in
I slogged my way through a masters of A.S. participants could have attracted common. They have missed the point.
degree from 1981 to 1984. The first me to the rally. Even though I did not
The issue is not higher fees. It’s taxes
semester I carried 12 units and teach that day, I would not have gone. I versus tuition, taxes versus fccs. It’s
commuted to Sunnyvale where I worked knew about it, and I know it was held at user fees or public funding, and right
swing shift Tuesday through Sunday. the State building at San Fernando and now, Californians prefer fees and tuition
Five of seven days a week, I also cared Fourth.
to the property taxes of old.
for a sick horse stabled in South San
The $78 above what we now pay will
The only way to restore funding
Jose.
jar the pocketbook. But then, for years equilibrium to the public school sector,
I food-shopped and cooked between car and medical insurance and the high and leave some for CSU. is to revoke
courses and work, preparing in two days rents in central San Jose have eaten into Proposition 13. We’ll wait a long time
what I would eat in a week.
the working student’s income.
for that. While we’re waiting, send me
Later I upped my course load, taught
But SISU is a bargain compared to that scarlet letter.
English four nights a week to colleges in other states. You can test into
immigrants, and worked weekends. For the College of the City of New York on
Faye Wells is a Spartan Daily staff
two years I was so exhausted by Friday. a full scholarship, but the United States writer.

REPORTER’S FORUM

Don’t blame apathy
for rally’s paucity

A.S. decision shortsighted

there will be a vote. What about the
thousands of students who will never
know? The first they will hear about it
will be when, in addition to the state’s fee
increase, they also see their student fees
doubled.
It is unrealistic and shortsighted for the
A.S. board to call for an election in a
couple of weeks. There is no way to
educate the voters on the election, let
alone the issue involved in that short a
period. Especially since the board
authorized an election without even
deciding what will be voted on. The board
also voted away responsibility to educate
the voters to the IRA committee.
I don’t blame those students who were at
the board meeting for being pleased at the
results. After all, it is their programs that
will receive students’ hundreds of
thousands of dollars. After all, if only

Editor,
On Wednesday, as a student interested in
where my Associated Student fees are
spent, I attended the scheduled open
forum on the 1991-’92 A.S. budget
allocations. When I got there, the room
was packed with people. None of them, it
seems, were there to address the A.S.
budget. Most were there to promote a
motion which was being discussed to
have a special election in early May to
vote on the recent decision to increase
student fees $15 per semester to fund
certain programs on campus (athletics and
theater arts, specifically).
I am not writing this letter to promote or
oppose the concept of a fee increase. This
is an important issue and one you should
consider since the A.S. board did vote for
an early May vote. At least you know that

three or four hundred students vote and
only those special interests who stand to
receive funding turn out to vote, then a
small minority will succeed in dictating to
the vast majority.
At this point, who knows what will be
on the ballot in a couple of weeks. I do
know that in a democratic system it is my
right (and yours) to have the issues
presented to all of the voters in a timely
manner.
If the A.S. Board of Directors wanted
you to vote, they wouldn’t rush an
election through while you aren’t looking.
Jon I’ le4\,
director of Student Right, .i11,1
Responsibilities Elect
Associated Students
Sophomore
Political Science
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LEFT
From page I
"But we were three days from filling the paper with academic articles, and they went behind our
backs and printed this garbage."
Vives said the committee was
trying to censor the magazine to
appease the A.S. so they could get
funding from the student government. "The committee was not
objective at all," he said.
According to Jean Lenan of the
A.S. Business Office, Campus Left
has not sought funding in the past
and has not turned in a request for
A.S. money from the Special Allocations fund.
Vives said that Weinberg is a
photographer and is on assignment
in New York.
Washington said the contributing

authors and members of "Network"
did not approve of the magazine as
it was printed, and that "every single author in ("Network") have all
expressed their contempt of
Howard Vives to me," he added.
Citing the magazine’s rule that
all submissions become "Network" property, Vives said he did
not need the group’s approval
because the magazine was never
owned by anyone.
"Network was never a product
of Campus Left," he said.
Vives added that he financed the
production of the paper entirely by
himself, at a cost of $636, he said,
adding that it was "my paper."
Ryan Moore, one of the contributors to the magazine, and a
member of the Campus Left, said
he sees it differently.
"Without all of our contributions, this paper would’ve never

happened." Moore said. "If I had
known it was going to be in this
context I would have never given
it to them."
The day the publication was
being distributed, Friday, Washington said he saw Weinberg, Vives
and DeLange, and became outraged. Washington said that he
pushed Weinberg and DeLange
aside while trying to reach a stack
of the newspapers, which he then
grabbed and attempted to destroy.
Washington said he left after the
incident, and was contacted later
by the University Police Department, who had received a complaint about the altercation. He
then gave them his side of the
story, he said.
According to Vives, the incident
occurred as Washington had stated,
but he added that Washington also
"shoved" Weinberg.

POSTER

SAFER
From page I
The Student Affiliation for
Environmental Respect is waiting to see how much money
actually comes in before they
make a decision on what to do
with the money.
They have discussed landscaping native drought-resistant
trees and scrubs on campus,
SAFER vice president Brian
Augusta said.
"It will be for the campus as a
whole. It won’t be for an internal SAFER program," Augusta
said.
Tropical birds are an example
of nature that "show the beauty
that is being destroyed by deforestation," said Karen Johnson,
SJSU campus representative for
Ben and Jerry’s.
An hour long video talks about
the rainforest. "In one hour, 3,000
miles of rainforest will be

STEELE
From page 1
pointment that the response to his
book was more reactive than
reflective.
-Reaction hates reflection and
despises the inconvenience of it."
he said. "We at American universities live in a highly reactive
atmosphere. At universities, historically the very seats of disciplined
reflection, reaction now seems the
order of the day."
Steele then said that affimiative
action programs were the major
contributing factors in producing
the problem.
"The introduction into the uni-

SpartaGuide
SpartaGude is a daily calendar available to SJSU students. faculty and
staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlquist Library North
Room 104. and at the Information
Center o/ the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center.) The deadline
as 10 a m
TODAY

4RT

DEPARTMENT: Student art exhibits
10 a in -4 p in Art Department Student Gaieties call 924-4330

AS INTERCULTURAL STEERING COMMITTEE nternational Week 1991 lnterna
iiiai Food Bazaar S U Amphitheater 10
cat1262 8044
d n1 3p
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: [Jr Richard Schubert will discuss BusiiieSs Ethics 7 30 p in The Colonnade
Apts 201 S 4th Street 4th Floor Lounge.

From page 1
under section 422.6, Schmidt said.
Staley said the section does not
apply to this case, however.
"The circumstances of the crime
led the officer to believe those
charges weren’t warranted," he
said.
The section says, "No person,..
. , shall by force or threat of force
willfully injure, intimidate or interfere with, oppress, or threaten any
other person . . . because of the
other person’s race, color, ancestry,
national origin, or sexual orientation."

Nicola reach for the microphone during an interview.

destroyed," said Johnson.
The promotion will hopefully
educate the students and give
them the opportunity to enjoy
the ice cream.

"I like Ben and Jerry’s ice
cream," SJSU student Jackie
Shreever said. "I am not sure of
what SAFER is, or what the
cause is."

der and ethnic victimization as a
legitimate currency of power.
There probably isn’t a person in
this room who doesn’t want to see
a better representation of minorities at this university. What we
argue over is not the end but the
means," he continued.
He said that minorities began to
inadvertently use color, gender and
ethnicity as a qualification of
merit.
"When you give color, gender
and ethnicity the status of a qualification, you give them power and
they become resume items right
along side the grade point average.
Past victimization becomes a form
of merit.
"When color, sex and ethnicity
MATH AND COMPUTER SCIENCE CLUB:
Ed Kelly senior design engineer at Sun Mi
crosystem will speak on the philosophy of
RISC architecture and its application to
SPARC Mac Ouarrie Hall room 322 call
244-9728
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Ice skating
7 30 p in Vatic Ice Capades call 9711768
FOLK DANCERS: Folk dancing beginning
and intermediate non-partner and solo 8.10
pm SPX Room 89 Call 293-1302
ASPB: Reggae Fest 91
Feaunng Caribbean Allstars lnka lnka Strictly Roots 9
pm doors open at 8pm SU Ballroom
SATURDAY
PRECISION FLIGHT TEAM: Dime -a -pound
airplane rides Saturday and Sunday 10
a m to 6 p rn Reid.Hillvieby Airport call
924.8103 or 924,8007
AFRICANS EDUCATING AND RISING TOGETHER: Black faculty and staff softball
game Noon South Campus call 924-7933

PLAYERS DRAMA CLUB: A half-hour mu.
.. .11 revue My Name is Alice 12 30 p m
Hugh Gillis Hall room 103 call 924.8867

INTER-RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION:
Boat dance 8 30 p m Pier 41 in San Francisco call 924-8118 or 924-8230

CAMPUS MINISTRY: Taize contemplative
prayer arid music service 7 pin Campus
Ministry Center call 298 0204

A.S. INTERCULTURAL STEERING COMMITTEE: International Night Morns Da
Auditorium 8-I1 pm cal1262 8044

Are you in the Proper
Running Shoes?
Control motion and avoid injury.
Get the proper support for your
foot type.
10% off everything with S.J.S.U. I.D.
Nike, Asks, Tiger, Hinde,
’Tri-Fit, Adidas, Aviva

010014,,s,
t
FACTOR V

Sponsor of the S.J.S.U. Gold Rush Run

YesterDaily
Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.
Posters advocating
? violence against
gays and lesbians appeared on
restroom walls in the Art Building,
angering campus gay activists.
SJSU students will vote May 7 and
May 8 to increase InstructionallyRelated Activity student fees by $15
for each semester.
SJSU basketball head coach Stan
Morrison would like to bring in
freshmen while maintaining a
competitive level of play with a
core of experienced players.
It goes on, "No person .....
shall knowingly deface the . . .
property of any other person for
the purpose of intimidat(ion)."
The section calls for those convicted of such violations to be
jailed up to six month and fined up
to $5,000.
Staley said that when the posters
were reported, notations were
made on the UPD log indicating
that it was a hate -crime, related
incident.
The UPD notifies the state attorney general’s office of all hate crime related incidents, as well as
drug and alcohol-related crimes,
domestic violence and elder abuse,
Staley said. The attorney general

Today’s forecast
Mostly sunny skies with
patchy clouds throughout
the day. Highs near 65
with lows in the 40s.

Weekend forecast
Morning clouds with
mostly sunny skies in the
afternoon. Highs in the
upper 60s.
National Weather
Service

keeps statistics to determine trends
in those crimes.
The UPD is not taking any
action to remove the posters,
because the cadet who was on the
scene Tuesday said they were too
badly defaced to be legible,
according to Staley.
Apparently, students have
attempted to scrape the posters off
with pens to cover the slogans with
spray paint and ink, but several
remained intact as of Thursday.
Schmidt said that the incidence
of hate-crimes, especially anti -gay
graffiti and verbal assaults on gay
students is on the rise at SJSU.
"I am astounded at how bad it is
getting," she said.

Navy cuts Stanford federal research rate

Ken Wong Daily staff photographer

S.A.F.F,.R. member Amber
Walker watches her daughter

,i11924 4519

51 University Ave.
Los Gatos, Ca. 95030
(408)395-4311

Washington said he would not
assault Weinberg or Vives on purpose.
"I had nothing against those two
individuals," he said, "I just didn’t
want the papers to be read."
No one has been arrested for the
incident, but the group plans to
take legal action against Vives and
Weinberg. Washington said.
DeLange said he has disassociated himself from both sides of the
conflict.
"In my opinion these guys are
totally irrational and out to lunch,
and that is why I’ve disassociated
myself from them," he said.
The Campus Left members said
they plan to come out with another
publication in the fall under another name.
"We think it (the name) has
been thoroughly defamed." Washington said.
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a hidden investment system is created in which minorities are
rewarded for merely being minorities," he said.
"We don’t have much real
diversity on campusa sharing of
culture and background that
brings richness. We have power
struggles. We have factions. We
have creeping resegregation and
along with that racial violence. We
have a reactive atmosphere. If you
don’t believe me, throw out the
term affirmative action and see the
ratio of reaction to reflection," he
said.
A reception honoring Dr. Steele,
who has been a member of the faculty of the English Depanment at
SJSU since 1974, immediately

a

FORUM
From page I
Fullerton said. "We may have to
tell some students that we don’t
have a seat for you."
After Fullenon’s address, members of the audience raised questions concerning enrollment and
how minorities will be affected, as
well as why lower division courses
are being dropped when freshmen
enrollment is being encouraged
and local community colleges are
reducing their available courses.
Other issues brought up suggested not restricting enrollment
because it will eventually be limited by lack of classes.
Fullerton answered the racial

Stanford President Donald Kennedy priim ised Thursday the
school would IFS In retain its premiere facilities in tlie face of cutbacks which resulted from an ongoing probe into research billing
practices
will have a challenge and it will be
a tough issue to handle. When the
confusion arose over why lower
division courses are being eliminated. Fullerton said that she and
the university will have to work
closely with the local community
colleges to coordinate solutions
that benefit both sides.
The suggestion of not restricting
enrollment was accepted as an
issue that needed more debate, but
initial reactions from Fullerton and
the committee were not receptive
because with the number of students accepted to SJSU already
there are difficulties getting class.
With even more students on
campus, some students who have
been regular attenders at SJSU
may be discouraged, Fullerton

-The university vs iii certainly
%%edifier the one or mo-year transition that vve predict.- Kennedy’
said in a statement ’*11 is prepared
io make the necessary financial
commitments to ensure the university ’s programs nit instruction and
research do not sustain serious
damage in this period.’’
Rear Adm. William Miller announced the cut Thursday. The
school is accused of overcharging
the govenunent up to SIMI million
tor overhead costs related to research during the 1989s.
The probe has turned up some
embarrassing hills to research accounts, covering such things as depreciation of a yacht. parties. liquor and furniture at Kennedy’s
campus house and funding (or a
shopping center. The school paid
hack S’llio.000. citing accounting
errors or nits nidgements

DISCOUNTS

EVERY ITEM, EVERY DAY

SUNDAY

clahport., ralM4 4130

SJSU FLIGHT TEAM: Dime ,a-Pound airplane rides 10 am to 6 pm Meet at Inbound aviation Reid-Hillview Airport call
924-8103
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Hiking and picnc 2 30 p m ar97t 1768

ART DEPARTMENT GALLERY 1: Doing
time an exhibition of 100 pieces of time
April 29-May 10 Monday -Thursday 11 a in
to 4 p rn Gallery 1 Fine arts building call
924-4330

CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Sun
day masses 6 p m at Campus Christi Center Chapel 110th and Sari Carlos’
p m at St Joseph s Cathedral (San Ferf..1.1-kn’. call 248 020.1
,,ando
LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY- Sum: ,,
worship 10 d
Chapel 10th S’,.
298-0204
MONDAY
ART DEPARTMENT GALLERIES: Stuo.
exhibits 10-4 :hid* art drItatt,,terit stun,

ALTERNATIVE LIFESTYLES POLITICAL
ACTION COALITION: Meeting 430 p.
S U Pacheco call 236-2157
CINCO DE MAYO PLANNING COMMITTEE: Mariachi Band Nuevo De San Jos.
Noon P
S U Amphitheater call 924
2707

XiA1/41-

FOOD TO GO
CHIN! SI. LI 1.11
Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
BOX Lunches To Go
err lily
Lunch and Dinner
’I 30 9 00pm
Catering As am! able
Jsed Mondays 294-3303 or 998-9427
Ill. k

\ nh

Ale

20%
30%
40%
50%

VLSI EVE RYT
IS AT LEAST ’TM
Of F I ART I FRAMINGI DRAFTING?
"EXCEPTING AIRE ADY DISCOLS’aiiD IIEMS
CASH, CHECK, VISA & MASTER CARD

UNIVERSITY ART’S

111!
Also!) Street
I ,Arita Clara lietv.oen ml and 4111

DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
318 PAXJ SI sta4 tot,r 00N

’ I - I
IDE FIT MEANS
KEEPING YOUR INSIDE FIT.

Serving the Bay Area’s Nutritional Needs for Over 12 Years.
Offering the Best Selection and Lowest Prices Around

*C

to,

eed a Mac at Midnight?

24 Hour
Mac Rentals
ast minute term paper?
Need to work late?
Come in anytime count on us

Dj.

r $ 2 OFF MAC RENTAL

(

ohla

Valid from Mid-night to 6 a.m. $2 oft sell service Macintosh
computer time with this coupon Does not apply to laser prints One
coupon per customer. Not valid with any other otter and only at this
location. Expires 4/19/91.

IP.
545 C Meridian Avenue
(Hotween Pakmoor and Auzeraias)
San Jose. CA (408) 993-2211

kinkois

the copy center
Lio S. Third St. (Across from McDonald’s)

295-43311
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Piraro suffers from freshmen recruiting dilemma

lhe dilemma confronts every major college athletic program: Should it recruit predominately freshmen.
the time and money to develop them, or is community college recruiting the answer?
Todnv’s article concludes a three-part series, which ran Wednesday through Friday. taking a look at student athlete recruiting in three major sports at SJSU. Part I focused on the fiunball program, Part!! reviewed
the basketball program and Part III looks at the baseball program.
Wit’ it’ll’s!

Text by Jim Johnson Daily staff writer
achieve maximum potential.
Ta
even the most ambitious
among us must recognize
certain limitations and realities.
SJSU baseball coach Sam Pima)
knows that as well as anyone.
Though Spartan baseball has
larged a reputation for solid play in

Golfers to
defend title
By Susan Brown
Daily staff writer
The No. 1 ranked Spartan
women will be in New Mexico this
weekend defending their title in the
1991 Big West women’s golt
championship.
The Spartans will he seeking
their fifth straight title since the
Big West tournament first began in
1987. SJSU. who finished fourth
in the NCAA Championship in
1990, will head a field of four conference teams competing in the
tournament.
Host New Mexico State, competing in its first Big West women’s golf tournament, is currently
No. 13 in the latest NCAA women’s golf rankings. Also participating is Long Beach State and No.
50 University of Hawaii.
As of April 19. I I Big West
golfers appear on the NCAA Top
100 list. Six of which are Spartan
golfers. Leading the field is
SJSU’s No. I ranked golfer in the
nation, senior Pat Hurst. Following right behind is the No. 2
golfer, sophomore Tracy Hanson.
also a Spartan. Rounding out the
list for SJSU is Nicole Homer
(17). Ninni Sterner (221. Lisa Walton (33) and Eva Dahlback(52).
The format for the tournament
includes individual and team competition, each team designates five
players whose scores will count toe ard the team championship. All
participants compete throughout
the entire 53 holes of thc three-cho
Iiiurnament. Each day’s total sets,
tor team competition is determine,1
by adding the lowest four scorkper team for each individual round
The men’s team is scheduled to
compete in a two day Big West
Championship tournament in Long
Beach on April 29 and 3(1. Defending Big West champion Fresno
State and runner-up UNI.V head
the list on nine conference schools
competing in the 21st annual Big
West Tourney.
Depending on which poll is
being quoted. UNI.V is sixth in the
-Golf Week" poll and filth in the
Golf Coaches Association of
America Division I poll. Fresno is
17th in the "Golf Week ’ poll and
15th in the coaches poll

recent years. Piraro said SJSU still
can’t compete with top baseball
powers such as Stantard and
Arizona State.
"You have to face the reality of
the limitations of the program (at
SJSU)." Piram said. "We can’t
compete with the owe well-known
schools tor the ’blue chip’ thigh
school recruit) who can come in and
help right away.
"I don’t recruit freshmen just to
say I recruit freshmen."
The SJSU football program is
getting close to achieving the type of
reputation, and level of
competitiveness, to recruit "name
athletes" from the high school level.
Even though the SJSU basketball
program is still in the fledgling
stages. it is working toward that
ideal.
It may be that the SJSU baseball
program will never achieve that

have freshmen
players who are a year
or two away like Dave
Sick, Mike Kostainsek,
Gene Bower, George
Chiotellis and Bernie
Escalante
’ We

Sam Piraro,
SJSU baseball cipach
with other Bay Area schools such as
Berkeley and Santa Clara.
SJSU also lost star players Eric
Booker and Jeff Ball to last year’s
major league draft.
Consequently, Pim) must fill
holes and keep the program
competitive with a more realistic
approach to recruiting.
"I try to have a plan based on a
blend of high school recruits and
junior college (transfers)," Piraro
said. -I like a combination,
something like 60-401C to
freshmen."

Sam Piraro
level of notoriety, due to certain
natural constraints.
’One problem is the competition
(for recruits) with so many local
schools,’* Piraro said. ’’We’ve lost
guys to Stanford because of the
educational opportunities that school
offers, and Arizona State because of
their reputat ion."
SJSI ’ :II, i competes in recniiiiii.2

pintro defends the recruitment
of community college
transfers. especially in a
college baseball program.
"(Community college athletes)
can step right in. they’re battlehardened." Pima) said. "I think
there’s a place for (community
college athletes). They are stable.
experienced, ready to play because
they play so much at the
icommunity college). They may
,play KO games, where the high
school player doesn’t play near that
many. with the community college
transfer’s immediate
readiness to play, the
, , impel iii’.
is

Lworge UM/

I

.1.111 phi,t,,,jrapher

Second baseman Mark O’Brien is playing his DeAnza College. SJSU competes with other colfirst year for SJSU after transferring from lege% in recruiting high school athletes.
maintained. Piraro said.
come Iron i do elm ping high school
all Ireslinkm. I could guarantee we
The contributions of recent
recruits.
eouldn’t um a game with our
community college transfers to the
The SJSU baseball team has
cm inference.’’
baseball program such as second
several freshmen whom Piraro
t
Pirani said he
baseman Mark O’Brien, and
projects as future contributors.
hehees in recruiting freshmen.
outfieldeis Jorge Mora and Jason
’We have freshmen plaNers who
(tile remaining competitiw
Bugg among others, would seem to are a year or two awo like Dave
"(Freshman recruiting ) is a %.%.
bear out the Spartan coach’s theory
Sick, Mike Kostainsek . Gene
to build a lot of continint
Ilk.
Conversely. four-year Spartans
Bower. George Chioiellis and
program. he said. -Itta
such as outfielder Ken Henderson.
Bernie Escalante. Piraro said.
tcommunity college) pl.oers can
Jr. and shortstop Steve Anderson.
But you’d better see them as
also give the program siahiho V, I111,
demonstrate the payoff that can
pritjected (contributors). II I played
the freshmen progress."

Spartan sports weekend
Day
Fri

This weekend in sports for SJSU.
Opponent
Sport

Time

Utah State
Pacific
Big West Tournament
Big West Tournament
Utah State
Pacific
Alumni Game
Big West Tournament
Big West Tournament
Pacific
Big West Tournament
Big West Tournament

2:00
7:00
All Day
All Day
1:00
1:00
1:00
All Day
All Day
1:00
All Day
All Day

Softball

Sat

Sun

Baseball
Men’s Tennis
Women’s Tennis
Softball
Baseball
Football
Men’s Tennis
Women’s Tennis
Baseball
Women’s Tennis
Men’s Tennis

LUNCH IS ON US.
Celebrate
Tobacco Awareness Week
April 22-25, 1991
All African-American, Asian and Latino students eligible.
Receive vouchers for either $10.00 or $14.00
by attending a tobacco use awareness seminar.
Made possible by a state-funded research project.
Information available in Health Building Room 209
or call 924-6119.
Health Education Department
Student Health Service
San Jose State University
San Jose,CA

See our Special
Cinco de Mayo Section
this Thursday in CenterStage.

Sports
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Ex -marine qualified for SJSU football Martini joins Canley
By Jack Trageser
Deity matt writer
As a former marine with combat
training. Phil Imbsinger already
has the killer instinct necessary to
play linebacker for SJSU.
Add that disciplined egression to
his 230-pound. carved-granite
body. and its no wonder the Spartans recruited him to help fill the
void left by Lyneil Mayo.
"I don’t fight or nothin., I just
get really pumped," Lobsinger
said.
Last year. Lobsinger worked as
a bouncer for Black Angus, another position requiring physical
stature and toughness tempered
Mr it h restraint. He said that the typical reaction to massive bouncers is
the same to big. muselehound people in general.
People stare sometimes, and
guys are always looking at me with
something to prove," he said.
"How I react depends on what
they do. Sometimes they just go
too far to ignore them."
Lobsinger hasn’t always been
the big man on the football team.
however. In high school he was a
5-9. 160-pound wrestler that went
.14-3 his senior year. He claims he
v, as too small to he considered by
an colleges. so he joined the Marines as an airplane mechanic.
Alter beefing up in the Marines
hi le working on F-1M jets. Lobnger returned to California, startLoad) and a college football
cmcci
I lc has a w Ic. Kasten. a three )ear-old son and another baby due
in June.
"The Marines made me grow up
quickly." Lobsinger said. "And
that helped me a lot once I got out
and started my life.’
The sturdy aviation major with
black. W !lisp) hair went out for the
football team at Diablo Valley College and quicky gained a starting
spot at nose guard. the position he
played in high school. Ile gained
All -State honors loth )ears he
played there and w as named AllAmerican one year as well.
But when SJSt! scouted him and
asked him to play tOr the Spartans.

on Bay Area team

Jeanette

ka) mond Bowles congratulates former marine
Phil Lobsinger during Spring football practice.
it was explicitly as an outside line
hacker and not a nose guard.
"I’m just learning about the position." Lobsinger said. "But I’m
illing iii play. wherever they say.
The
whole
vxperivncv
tht
team, the guys. the coaches everything’s been great."
Lobsinger said the reason he
likes the coaches so much is because of their laid -hack approach.
"They’re real mellow." he said.
"and that’s the type of coach I respond to best.’’
Although he looks forward to
playing linebacker for SJSU. Lohsinger said it isn’t his favorite position.
"I like playing 1)-line. hut Ell
pia% an) where as long as I’m play’ he said. "On the line you get
to hit people every down. I like to
get in the trenches."

Gi

-tan

B) Steve Helmer
Daily staff writer
After leading his team to a
California Raisin Bowl victory.
Ralph Martini has be given a
shot at the pros.
The Spartan free-agent quarterback joined teammate Sheldon Canley on the San Francisco 49ers by signing a twoyear deal Wednesday. The
amount of the contract was not
disclosed at that time.
"I thought I was going to be a
late round pick if I got drafted at
all," Martini said. "But if I
wasn’t drafted. I expected to he
on a team."
Canley was the 49ers’ seventh -round draft pick in this
week’s draft, and although he
and Martini will most likely not
start next season, both have a
chance of making the 49ers’
opening day roster.
"There are only four quarterbacks and I’m the fourth."
Martini said. So I should get
some shots to throv, the hall.
\1) goal is to open sonic (1,e,,
I lopefully I’ll make the practice
squad and go on from there.
The 49ers also see Martini as
more than just a training camp
quarterback.
"You’re looking at a gu)
who has all the raw, physical
talents but just hasn’t had the
chance to play a whole lot."
49ers Vice President John
McVay told the San Jose Mercury News.
Joe Montana. Steve Young.
Steve Bono and Martini are the
four quarterbacks for the 49ers
training camp.
"The 49ers are a great raganiiation." Martini said. "It’s a
great thrill to he around those
types of quarterbacks. I’m
going to learn a lot. It’s a great
system.’’
Martini, who transtered to
SJSU from BYU. completed

Daily stall photographer

The 230-pound Lobsinger will join the 1991
team as an outside linebacker.

’I don’t fight or nothin’, I just get really pumped.’
Phil Lobsinger,
5,151. outside linebacker
"We haven’t learned all the singer said. ’’The team is like one
bin/es. but I’m looking forward to big family. I love it here."
Lobsinger and the rest of the
As far as the adjustment to liv- 1991 Spartans can he seen in full
ing in San Jose is concerned. Lob- gear on Saturay at 1 p.m. at Sparsinger said the area is "like L.A.
tan Stadium fir the Spring Alumni
"There’s a lot of punks here. Football Game. The Spartans will
like L.A.. but I really like the he taking on the Alumni Team.
school." he said.
featuring Dave Ellis 1’71 f. Jerome
After his first full practice with Bearden (80). Scott Wells 1’88
the Spartans. Lobsinger noticed a Chip Vargas C90). Chad Hymel
winning attitude throughout the or- 1’9(1) and many others.
ganitation. Every player and coach
The NFL’s Johnny Johnson,
bully expects to repeat as Big West Steve DeBerg. Gerald Wilhite. and
Conference champions, he said..
Greg Cox, all ex -Spartans. are re"No matter what happens it’s ported to be in attendance at Saturgoing to he a great year." lob- da)’s game

’There are of:4par
quarterbacks and I’m
the firmrth. I should
get some shots to
throw the ball. My
goal is to open some
eyes. Hopefully I’ll
make the practice
squad and go on from
there.’
Ralph Martini.
signed s% it h 49ers
204 of 362 passes tor 2.928
yards. 23 touchdowns and only
13 interceptions in his first year
as the Spartans’ starter lie led
his team to its first Top 20 ranking with a 9-2-1 season record
and a 48-24 Cal Bowl romping
of Central Michigan University.
If Martini doesn’t make this
year’s 49ers team. the 6-fixa-2.
217 pound prospect said he has
other football -related opportunities.
"I could go to the World
Football League or in for them
(49ers, again."
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534 1076 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS’
POP SYSTEMS HAS JOB openings in
high tech computer industry E.
eeperience and tied..
hOura F T and PT sales reps Call
14081944-0301 eel 500 FT A PT
ship recening clerk
don 400

call

erten

phone to develop promote and
sell cost... travel Itineraries
Successful applicants will have
*Pleasant leiepho. voice
*Sales &
weir*
OHM
Computer of typing sloes
eFlesibildy 10 wort some we0k
end shths
Re.ryationists

rec..

paid

training and a base salary plus oi
confines Apply In person at
Classic Homo
No End St 3rd floor

E..’ awn & seknds May & June
Reba.* A prof appearance re
gutted Provide own transport

flaIl

lull

banter
investment
tiervice
Opply for hard wonting enthu
somatic individuals w sales imp
Escelkwit Paining

advancement

Mateo CA 94403

call 2364271
SUMMER AND FALL JOBS’
1011W Student Union
Event Center and Aqua. Center
Graphic Artist
I deguard
Aer eptionitil
AV T.nnir len
PearrilenanCe
Recreetion
Music Room
Apply in the Director .0040.
ltd hoof Student Union
INTER
MANAGEMENT
NSHIP inundates now taking
place Gain value’s,e em mimeo
ing a team of employees cmitom
ere and supplier Successful ep

school ego and infant
pineapple We need full lime
and pen time caregivers
Fie.. hour* svailable
101 1011 lime students
Early morning dohs
16 304. 9 10anit evailable

PERSONALS
BLUEGREEN ALGAE’, HERE
NOW
Super memory ...me,
ht-dy loner See VIKTOR in SH 211
or call 408 2541447 Wont 06005
she. 1900 any day
AFRO AM TEACHER SEEKS Asian
Polynesian lang cull onchenge
gang to Hawed in July Went to
go, Call Al 401 259 1494 aftee 6
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC’ Unwanted
hair removecl Uwe.. SPECIALIST Confidential your very own
probe or disposable Call 247
7486 335 5 Bay.. 100 Stl"

SERVICES
Al TONE n5
Intory Accident Special
.iits Whether insured or
not *0 000 Pm. it you

you wilt end .0 finenTI
any tar stronger and
ruder than,, you try
In settle your own case
Many year. of dm winc
Tnere is no charge for
Lonsultation Accident
ISA Center /156 The

AVAILABLE NOW

Tahoe North
CONDO FOR RENT
Shout Sl.ps 10 Foreplec BOO
emsti dry kitchen Ski armas late
clo. by Weekly or dedy rates
Phone 14081353 4116 and ask for
GAIL
BLOCS FROM
ROOM
SJSU Kitchen privileges 1255
per month 297 7679 Ss rn -9pm

PRIVATE

QUIET COUPLE SEEKS same to share
Wok
Sousa In IBM dee 5325
Iles Own bath pet OK no smo
kers drugs Responsitite people
only Call 725 2433
ROOM MATE WANTED ME roommate
wanted in nice 4 begroorn hoide
near WInchester $400 Per month
40N,
. of 01111105 (511 Star
791 /019 or 248 "OM
STUDIO APT

FOR ONE Ili person

S475 MO $1100 5.1 dee unlit.,
paid parking Can 2119040

Alameda San Jo. 144 33.40
IMMIGRATION LAW CENTER
Employment 01 student
111.0 744 3392
DON’ GI, C AuGN T
DRIoNG UNINSURED’
II you are Peelings
mime:e on dml budget
due to rising Insurence
r osts r ell HOWARD SAC A
Farmers Ins al 079 920t
for a ,impelitly rate
me goo, substential
disrounf for GOOD
DRIVFRS GOOD ST UM NT S
ornd NON SMOKERS Call
04 ter all of your

Ockm 5

In, sorority luny renew II
bath bldg
inichens

A basement Purchase tor 1479
9110 or Wan for $4 950 per ins
P4,1001101 Fraternity huge Surto
non clots 01 Wert Very MM.10
lee** purchase ....ring terms
1479 950
Buy don I rent’ ConlempOrary
O&M 7
bath twnh.a nest to
campus Very IlemibIe lea. P.’
chew financing terms even Only
1164 950
Cell Pinto
294 7796

ssor

Reeltors at

TRAVEL
CHRISTMAS SPRING BREAK
SUMMER TRAVEL FREE
Air cOurlefS needed
and Crunieehip pt.
Call 14054621535 eel Ft66t
HEADING FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER,
Jet there anytime woth AIRHITCH
tor 5269 front the West Coast
5160 from the Fast COeSt. Are
parted in NV Times A Lel
Go’l
MRHITCH Can P2464-2000
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GOT U S
Mawaii Menco" Male your 0000
lion plans early In, best p.n.s
and low erne,.

Call Arlene at

408 997 3641

TYPING
Ael" Too many repent
and not enough time,
LET ME 00 1110 TYPING’
Resumes term pepers thetas
etc Great

undergred

Available S app.
Latter Printer
Call A00e-972-4992

E tectrolysis by Patricia R f
140813710488
fUll &PICOT Ave
Campbell
LEARN TO FLY"
11111w to. ponete commercial
fliohl redeem end all moan
check outs Special introduclOry
Night horn ’WC to LVK only 519
For more int0 call Jim al /23

idlers & more POSTSCRIPT LA
SFRJET Afford.* accurde A
lad’ SM. Gorn check avail..
Close M campus Pickup even
EVES .4270-4014
ACADEMIC A PROFESSIONAL Desk
Top Publishing & Word Pro
ceasing paper. thesis resumes
rlsOnne 5 group Protects red
corm AP texpd Accurate Work
le., output 52 25 dout.speced
7 min horn campus flea,
680 & McItire TO reeerye yew

page

lime Call PJ 01 9212309
ACCURATE AND DEPENDABLE
TYPIST AVAIL ABLE
Fast turn-around
Neer teeny.
Retnonettle totes
Cell WEND’
0)5477573
ACME TYPING A WORDPROCI SYN.
CI060 to campus Fast
lurnmound Cat TOM
at 292-40116
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
wordproceelling. Tenn Plam
reports group powers r.urnes
letters Moses leetertmntier
etc All formate ohm A(1* SPF
CHECK mow tuatmn grew..
amitinance Ali wort ciumenteed.
Call PAM 24/ 28411 lam 11prn tor
worry tree professionsl
dependable dinn
L ARRANGED’ Anordable

3146
WRITING RESEARCH SERVICES
Paper Mesta deveMpment
preperetqn All topics
Oialthed writers Pesumell
F damp Acodoenlc prOfeSSIOnel
tenting Reasonable
Annotated htbitogrephies
14 t 50141 50311

Bartel.

SOT. DISCOUNT
on all permanent c oemettc
Innenca your nouns’ beauty"

welcome Call BARBARA
al WRITE TYPE
4081295-7430
SK for MARSHA 2164448
Gr. Th.. Tenn Papers
ReStinsell Cover L
APA Turabian MLA formats
Editing assistance given
ep grammar .nteoce structure
HPL..r it
U. Word Perfect

PROFESSIONAL

710-43115 leave message
CALL LINDA TODAY tor ....enc.
PrOtessional word processing
Theses term paper group pro
Netts etc All formats including
APA Ouicit return Tran.ripoori
Alr.den
services
ay..*
Brannen, area Call 264-4504

TYPING

term papers

these. P.1 941d crate work Near Oekridge 2246395 Fast lurnarOund Satisfac
non guaranteed
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
next to Original Joe s
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
SI 5042 pipe

Mho* Glen Are.
TYPING IS BACK A better man
ever’ Greet low rens A pro Om.
Ito Prek up A delivery availed@

SERVICE

word processing desktop pub.
lihing graphic design 1 layout

Macintosh lase, Print
Notes mows letters
flyers resumes etc Free editing
Donn.. Business Center
325 5 1.1 51 1s1 El 203-0700
TYPING IA Solace) IO
eeri
all ’tours near De Ante A Valico
Sutanne 4464654
TYPING

WORD PROCESSING

Sam..
Reason... rate.
Morgan Mil area
Call CATHY at 405119.1975

CAN YOU TYPE THIS, Sure’ Dest 09
publishing
mock return

word proceostng
Call DEBBY 408-

226 7631 Laser Duality
EXPERIENCED FAST

10 PING A WORD PROCESSING
52 Per Per.
EILEEN 226,,459
WORD PROCESSING L TR QUALITI
PRINTING PHOTOCOPIES

WORDprocessors tamed
er. APA Tureen. Iwmats
lot Won. Papers looses

MORE’
Papers Resumes
Superior Svc
Free photocopy 125 pages maul

resumes whatever Science &
English paper, our specialty
FREE epelichecti Omer/
Low cost editing A ’psalms
Call Paul
251 0449

408 2234102
CECILIA
Wd pr. $2 25 pg $15 to
So SJ ared
+Ouches., lest
1s1 TIME CUSTOMERS 20Ts IFS,
12 delpees 20 peen.,

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports own, papers resumes

inSte
OFT READY FOR SUMMER"
Permanent 1.1, Plernoval
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
fro students A faculty

’MIFF GREAT PROPERTIES
Pert.

Cempbell Ca 95008

have been hurt ...nil
,tOaIll,llfleoorS and

HOUSING

111410. 1 bath apt
1550 mo No last rno tOq Fr.
cable 1 I th William 295 5256

Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E Campbell Ave all

Joarr

CA 95129

SUMMER

TEACHERS SUBSTITUTES"
Small World School.,. hiring
twitchers for our pre srhoot

1130 IRA APT 571 S Tin ST
A,uIiablphI Free cable TV
5630 morose 268-0139

ramps A. Suite .636 San Jose

AVAILABLE NOW OR RESERVE for
Fall 0192 bOrm 2 bath h. cable
pelting
secured
oncroweve

EYE LINER - EYEBROWS
LIPS CHEEKS
SMALL SCARS BLENDED
E. 6-1191
Call Trish at 140813191500

Carl mane., at 268-9157

San Jose C 95113

oppty Resume to Co. 6400 San

STUDENTS’ SCHOOL AND CAREER’
It easy wah Discovery Toys III
help you OuOnfld For info pocket

rernOcellest Garage avail on tirst
come first served basis 5150
5000 per mo 1-4 Wulf. students

Daily PT FT Very emir No
4. Act no. Send SASE for
info to BH ENTERPRISES 467 Sa

Cell 7.3 1-800-2471435
STOCKBROKER TRAINEE

2 BDRM 2 bath apartmenn Walk or
ride bike to School 7005 Iltn St
Laundry facildms security build
log cble TV evall clean A quiet

$1000

guml Ideal tor up to 4 studonts
4th & WIllIam Cell 9470803

PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSISTANTS

15 115 000 Student
tog*
Pointers 1 800 4294411 eel 211

your own held ’ Free recorded
message info 415 545 5862 74

From offrces tow blocks from
cempus reserydionists commo
nicele 10th travel agents via tele-

cede01

oilcan,. will undergo densive
nursing Aver.* summer eern

EARN 5500 WI ASSEMBLING prod
ucts at home’ Ears’ No boss’ Set

has sreveral full time summer po
nations avail... Part time work
may be
poesdalay in the ten

your
schedule’ Sterling pey
25’ Earn $135 for 12111

A related disabilif
we FT PT posdions

DOWNTOWN HAIR & BEAUTY eupply
need part lime temp help Fle
t3 hr WI 1113 00 lir 2791755

TRAVEL SALES RESERVATIONIST
Wholesale tour operator special
icing in upscale tours to Hawaii

around

adolescent le autism

avail Start Id 56 Ti hour
Cell 140111444/ 3953

hours

only Contact the Student Union

Ca 95055

BEDS’ MATTRESS SETS N. Twin
SOS Full $95 Oueen 5149 King

For brochure we
AS Office nr call

Call 257-7325 Sls units
or education maimed

E C E

THE MUSIC ROOM A Information Can
ter are now accepting spplicit
hone for Fall 1991 Work study

esperienred protesdorml typo,’
AIRS WPM loll mesa
Your imper look ACE M. best
Any format Cell
Sus. (401) 94741157 seri 2090
ANEATLO TYPED PAPER
riood:e11090ndgrmmar
ges1:77:lg:d
....
English teecher assist
you in eroproying you’
P

Foreign

students

Rock’n’ Roll
with
Spartan
Daily ,.\>
Classifieds
Call
924-3277
for more
details.
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REBUILDING
When disadvantaged children
need help, they turn to people like
SJSU student Robert Dehn and the
Eastfield Ming Quong campus

their

RUST

Above: Robert Dehn, a junior
majoring in development of human
nature, also works at Eastfield Ming
Quong campus as a counselor for
abused or neglected children. lie
and school resident Domingo enjoy
a little play time while on their way
to 7-11 grocery store. Dehn gives the
kids a reward for being on
good behavior.
Right: Dehn gives comfort to
Domingo after listening about how
much Domingo would like to call
his mom.
Bottom left: Dehn talks to "Sir
Brandon" in his room about his
problem of not behaving during
"quiet time."
Below right: Dehn has to discipline
one of the children for not behaving
during "quiet time." The children
must be calm and quiet for 10
minutes during "quiet time."

Story by Claudia Bramkamp
Photos by Chip Loven

tucked away in the quiet Los Gatos
Ncatly
hills rests a safe place for kids to go when
their world falls apart and no one else
seems to care.
In the old days, a place like this would have been
called an orphanage, but this place is called Eastfield
Ming Quong campus and it houses children who
either have no parents or who have been removed
from their homes because of abuse or neglect.
The kids who come to Eastfield Ming Quong often
arrive in the middle of the night in need of comfon
and support. Robert Dchn, a junior at SJSU majoring
in the development of human potential, is one of the
people who takes care of them.
Dchn is learning, both at school and on the job,
how to help these kids struggle through and survive
the tough times that lie ahead.
Soft spoken, yet firm about what he expects from
the kids, he is careful to explain to the kids exactly
what he expects from them. He said that what the
kids need most in their lives is structure.
"The group of kids that I work with have been
taken away from their families for emotional, sexual
or physical abuse, five -year -olds who have been
sodomized, kids who have found their parents over
dosed on PCP at the fairgrounds, kids who have
watched their mother get beaten and then have been
beaten themselves. They deal with some harsh
realities," he said.
Dehn got the job last year through the work-study
program on campus and said that the classes he takes
in social psychology help him handle some of the
difficult situations that arise on the job.
"First these kids arc taken out of the normal school
situation because of their social conditions," he said.
"These kids arc really turned off to school to begin
with and then they are completly isolated from the
real world.
"You wouldn’t believe their education system. The
way it’s set up, it almost primes them for further
institutionalization, whether it’s jails or more foster
homes. It’s a treadmill," he said.
Dehn usually takes care of about eight boys
between the ages of five and 10. Approximately 40
children live at the school at any given time, and
divided
students are
into two
these
classeskindergarten through fourth grade, fifth
grade and older. They attend elementary school right
on campus during the week.
Dehn explained that when the children are first
removed from their homes because of social
conditions, they are usually sent to a city or state

facility, whichever is closer. Once there, they stay for
a couple of days until Eastfield Ming Quong has an
opening.
"This is a temporary place until they can get placed
into a full-time facility. They’re supposed to stay only
three to six months, but unfortunately with the
crowding in long-term facilities, they’re staying longer.
Manual, who is six. was here over a year." he said.
Manual and his sister were removed from their
home after their mother died from a heroin overdose.
according to Dchn. He said that because of the
mother’s heroin addiction, the kids were prostituted
out for drug money and that it took a long time to get
the kids to trust anyone.
Dchn said that his decision to take the job was hard
to make because he worried whether he’d get too
depressed by the kids’ situations.
"Work-study offered me a choice of three different
jobs. I could have worked with Alcoholics
Anonymous, or at a daycare center. But when! heard
about this job, I knew it was the right one for mc." he
said.
The school contacted Dchn about the job, and four
interviews later he was hired to work there on
Sundays and Mondays. He said that the school had to
be careful about who they hired for the job because
their students were vulnerable to abuse.
Stanley Nash, a program specialist at Eastfield Ming
Quong said the decision to hire Dchn was an easy one.
"The theory I had about him is that he’s kid oriented. The thing about Robert that really shows is
his caring. I could tell that he really wanted to help
kids that don’t have families," Nash said.
explained his commitment to the kids
Dchn
by saying."Nonc of these kids have been
treated like their lives meant anything. In
the shelters they come from, it’s survival
of the fittest. A kid learns to ask himself, ’Should I
submit to the pain or should I administer physical
abuse?"
Dehn thinks that the most important part of his job
is providing the boys with a role model of a man who
doesn’t use or abuse other people.
"But we also like to give them some hope in
themselves," he said.
To get the children up on time in the morning,
straighten up their rooms, brush their teeth and hair,
and perform their normal daily duties, the school set
up a reward system.
At the end of each week, children who earn enough
points during the week for finishing their chores win

a

a special treat like a trip to the movies. Last week
Dchn bought three of the kids new watches because
of their good behavior.
sometimes it takes a while for the kids to
learn how get along with each other without
But
using violence. The kids learn the ’pecking
order’ early in life and the older kids often
try to hurt the younger ones.
"They are all products of our society. One of the kids
was taken away from his mom who hit him. She went
to jailand now he’s dealing with a guilt trip," he said.
"Another kid is here waiting for the courts to decide
what to do with him because his mom can’t take care
of him but she doesn’t want his dad to have him."
Some of the other people who work with the kids
are called advocates. These adults attend classes and
learn to intercede for the children in custody disputes,
and act on their behalf.
Parents, relatives and advocates for the kids
frequently come to the school on Sundays to take the
kids on outings and Dchn stays with the other
children who are left behind.
"Sundays and Mondays arc the hardest days for the
kids. The kids who stay here on Sundays are reacting
to that," he said. "The ones who went out and saw
their parents arc reacting to that on Monday. They get
a little hyper sometimes."
Ws a tough job, but Dchn says that it’s worth the
effort.
"The emotional reward is definitely there. When a
kid calls you into his room and confides in
you.when they reach up and grab your hand and
they want you thereit makes you feel needed. It’s a
great feeling." he said.

